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Abstract

The proton radius puzzle is known as the discrepancy of the proton radius,

obtained from muonic hydrogen spectroscopy (about 0.84 fm), and the proton

radius obtained from (ordinary) hydrogen spectroscopy (mainly by the Paris

group), who measured a number of transitions in atomic hydrogen, involving

highly excited states (which led to a radius of 0.88 fm). Recently, a number of

measurements of hydrogen transitions by the Munich (Garching) groups (2S–4P ),

by the spectroscopy group at the University of Toronto (2S–2P1/2), and by the

group at Colorado State University (2S–8D), have led to transition frequency data

consistent with the smaller proton radius, pointing to a possible, purely

experimental, resolution of the proton radius puzzle. In the talk, we will discuss a

complete reevaluation of the irreducible two-loop vacuum-polarization correction

to muonic hydrogen energy levels. This calculation addresses one of the most

challenging contributions relevant for the proton radius puzzle. A comparison of

the raw data for the Sachs GE form factor of the proton, from the PRad and

Mainz collaborations, reveals that the situation in regard to scattering experiments

might be less clear than currently thought, raising the question whether or not the

proton radius puzzle has been conclusively solved, and opening up interesting

experimental possiblities at TRIUMF ARIEL.
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Forgotten Physical Review Letter from 1969

PRL 23, 153 (1969) published on 21–JUL–1969
(coincidentally, the precise day when mankind set foot on the moon)

Could this be a hint for new physics?
The signal seen in 1969 matches the discrepancy seen in the proton radius
derived from hydrogen versus muonic hydrogen spectroscopy (both sign and
magnitude).
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Non–Universality of about 4% Seen in 1969

Plot from PRL 23, 153 (1969)
[Sachs form factor, muon versus electron scattering]:
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Two (Perhaps, Three) Approaches to the Proton Radius Determination

Way #1: Scattering Experiments

〈r2〉p = r2p = 6~2 ∂GE(q2)
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Way #2A: Muonic Hydrogen Spectroscopy
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Way #2B: Hydrogen Spectroscopy

We have Z = 1. The reduced mass µ is roughly 200 times larger for muonic
bound systems as compared to ordinary hydrogen. The finite-size effect is
proportional to µ3, and thus, muonic hydrogen is very sensitive probe of the
proton radius.
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(Not Yet Published) Reevaluation of Two–Loop Vacuum Polarization

Muonic bound systems are sensitive to vacuum-polarization corrections.
For a theoretical overview: [UDJ, Ann. Phys. (N.Y.) 326, 500 (2011)]

The two-loop vacuum-polarization correction contributes an energy shift of
about 1.5081 meV to the muonic hydrogen Lamb shift and had never been
reevaluated beyond the classic works of Kallen and Sabry (1955), and
Barbieri and Remiddi (1973). A reevaluation using dimensional
regularization and integration-by-parts techniques (S. Laporta and UDJ, in
preparation) sheds additional light on the problem, in view of a comparison
to a proton size puzzle of 0.3 meV in the muonic hydrogen Lamb shift.
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Muonic Hydrogen Measurement [2010]: Lamb Shift

2010 measurement: rp = 0.84184(67) fm ≈ 0.84 fm.
Nature 466, 213 (2010):
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Electron Scattering [2010]: Mainz

2010 measurement: rp = 0.879(8) fm ≈ 0.88 fm.

Proton radius puzzle (simplified): rp = 0.84 fm or rp = 0.88 fm?
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Recent Hydrogen Measurement [2017, German]: 2S–4P

2017 measurement [Garching]: rp = 0.8335(95) fm.
Emphasis on so-called cross-damping terms.
See also [UDJ and P.J.Mohr, Can. J. Phys. 80, 633 (2002)].
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Recent Hydrogen Measurement [2018, French]: 1S–3S

2018 measurement [Paris]: rp = 0.877(13) fm. Oops. . .

[The experimental approach taken by the Paris group should be largely
independent of cross-damping terms.]
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Recent Hydrogen Measurement [2019, Canada]: 2S–2P1/2

2019 measurement [Toronto]: rp = 0.833(10) fm.
Leads to a small “Canadian proton”.
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Lamb Shift and Fine Structure [Canada, Perhaps a Caveat]

Hydrogen spectrum (n = 2 manifold, without hyperfine structure):

Perhaps a little caveat: The 2P1/2–2P3/2 fine-structure is nearly
independent of the proton radius and can be calculated to very high
precision; its measurement would constitute an important consistency check
for the smallness of the “Canadian protons”.
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“French versus Canadian and German Protons”
One might ask, jokingly:
“Are French protons larger than German and Canadian protons?”
Blue: Decades of work of the French [Paris] group
Green: Result of the 2017 measurement of the Garching group
[Science 358, 79 (2017)] (in agreement with the Toronto measurement)
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Recent Hydrogen Measurement [2022]: 2S–8D

2022 measurement: rp = 0.8584(51) fm.
Colorado State University with support from the Russian Quantum Center.
“Size of American protons between German/Canadian and French ones.”
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PRad Scattering Experiment [2019]
2019 measurement: rp = 0.831(14) fm.
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Scattering Experiments: Mainz [2010] and PRad [2019]

Problem: 2010 Mainz raw data and 2019 raw PRad data are discrepant.
[ Graphics courtesy of J. Bernauer ]
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Question

In view of interesting possibilities with muon physics:

Should one add a muonic beam to TRIUMF ARIEL
and compare electron and muon scattering on the same apparatus?

In some sense, confirm or refute the 1969 measurements?

[See the “forgotten” PRL mentioned at the beginning of this talk.]
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Low–Cost Muon Source: Idea # 1

Lithium lens = magnetic lens.
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Low–Cost Muon Source: Idea # 2

Maybe not so practical at TRIUMF, but still worth to be mentioned. . .
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Conclusions

I Muonic hydrogen theory, and Lamb shift theory, are well under control.

I Proton radius situation may be less clear than commonly thought.

I Electron versus muon scattering experiments could shed light.

I Confirmation of the 1969 experiment would be very desirable.

I Add a muon option to TRIUMF/ARIEL!?

I There actually are theoretical considerations which could lead to an
electron-muon non-universality. My e-mail: ulj@mst.edu.
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